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the work is born from a mere touch of matter 
I want the material from which my work is made to remain 

as it is 
what transforms into expression is 

no more than a breath 
 
Helio Oiticica, September 1960 
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“The journey of an artist is one that takes a life and a lifetime.” 

  Ash Keating 2016 

As my studio practice evolves the navigation of the research pathway unfolds and clarifies. The 

circle closes as the research journey continues to expand and inform studio work in a perpetual 

stream. Existing alongside is a parallel journey to a more personal interior, perhaps the centre of 

the circle. An inner realm, from which an intimate and silent poetry of ourselves, is extracted and 

made explicit by our chosen methodology, to dance across the surface of our creative work.  

 

This exegesis discusses,   

 

• The binary concepts of Environment and the sacred, the drivers behind my studio 

practice. Environmental concern is part of my identity; the element of the sacred 

concerns the divine within nature and the exploration of more mystical and invisible 

realms.  

• My research, which drifts around selected schools of thought (from ancient cultural 

belief to the contemporary) and artists that embrace the conviction of unity, believing 

that until world populations reconnect with the earth, environmental damage will 

continue. 

• The practical context is considered through my work and observes where my 

practice is situated within the broader field of Eco-art. 

• My current Research creations. 

 

Environment; concern for the health of non-urban spaces 

Concern for the health of the planet is my individual philosophy and the primary concept that 

drives my studio practice. 

At a Melbourne Town Hall lecture on March 12th 2016, renowned Environmental scientist, David 

Suzuki stated that the human footprint currently covers 88% of the planet, only 12% remains for 

wilderness. These statistics give sufficient weight to drive my studio practice and suggests that 

Eco-art (according to the Greenmuseum definition Eco-art informs or educates us about 

environmental problems and purposes to re-engage with nature, (2010)) is not only essential but 

also urgent. It is impossible to engage in life without continued exposure to the trauma of 

ecological damage. When I make art in relation to the environment, I get great satisfaction and 

release a degree of powerlessness that I would otherwise be burdened with. I remain uncertain as 
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to whether art is actually a transformative process for the viewing audience; for me Eco-Art 

provides meaning and satisfaction in the production of something creatively pragmatic. Andrew 

Brown author of Art and Ecology now says the artist may act as medium between the scientific 

conversation and the broader community. Eco-art allows expression of environmental concern, 

with the intent to raise awareness, stimulate dialogue & question where the viewer stands on the 

environmental debate.  

  

Sacred Ecologies and the invisible 

The sacred aspect of my work explores the divine or mystical within nature. It is important to note 

that there is no connection to a religious system. Linda Weintraub (2007) describes Eco-art 

practitioners that draw on the sacred as being Worshipper Archetypes, 

…”worshipper’s align natures attributes with miracles and receive its manifestations as 

visions. They prefer mystery to analytical evidence, and enchantment to statistics. 

Worshippers pay homage to nature as a sacred domain, much too eminent to be 

humanity’s partner” 

 

Further to the concept of the sacred I continue to explore unseen forces and the invisible realms, 

Maurice Merleau-Ponty’s theory of perception is discussed by David Abrams, 

 

“Maurice Merleau-Ponty was the first phenomenologist to identify the body as the conscious 

subject of experience…its power of responding to other bodies, of touching, hearing and 

seeing things, resonating with things. Perception is this ongoing transcendence, the ecstatic 

nature of the human body. “Abrams (1988) 

 

Merleau-Ponty’s theory captures the notion of transcendence and unity in his work 

Phenomenology of Perception; Believing perception to be an inherently creative activity between 

the living body and its world, an activity beneath our spoken discourse. He regards the body and 

earth, not as separate entities but as one system, a total immersion within the vaster body of the 

earth. (Abrams 1988, p. 101) 

 

Working within the marginal shadows 

Merleau-Ponty’s perception that self projects and expands outward through our permeable bodily 

form into sky, earth, the landscape and beyond horizon is both intriguing and complex. I’m 

interested in exploring, and creating work around this transcendent space between body and 

landscape, revealing these spaces in my art work continues to challenge me, how do you weave 
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the ideas of the invisible and transcendent through an artwork? This idea of unclear borders is 

further enriched by Linda Weintraub’s notion of shadowed margins. 

Weintraub, author of numerous eco-art books and founder of ARTNOW Publications discusses 

where body stops and environment begins. Weintraub (2007) observes that human’s skin does not 

denote the edge of the body; permeable membranes prevent us from blending into uniform 

consistency with our surrounding environment.   

Osmotic transfer infuses the space with subtle energies and exchanges between body and its 

environment. Indiscernible boundaries create a contested and shadowed space, a space that my 

art questions. I’m interested in exploring where body stops and environment begins or if that 

boundary exists at all.  

Challenged by the notion of exploring the less visible or the transcendent in my work, Peter Abbs 

(2009) discusses the diminishing of the sacred in the arts, education in an increasingly material 

world. 

The dominant tendencies of our time, he says, are devoid of animating spirit and creative 

energies, art making has become cynical, narrow, professional and devoid of philosophical 

significance. When raising issues of aesthetics, metaphysics or the spiritual, one is aware of going 

against the status quo and using a language that is almost offensive. Abbs concludes that critical 

concepts and subversive metaphors are in danger of being lost under the glittering debris of 

consumer product and bureaucratic missives. Wisdom and the spiritual should still inform us 

today, he comments, and to deny their importance is to demean, diminish and make us less than 

we potentially are. Abbs (2009) 

 

 

Same intent different methodologies  

My interest in the expression of the less physical realms has drawn me toward Eco-artists who 

subscribe to a similar school of thought and whose studio work manifests these qualities. 

Jan Palethorpe (Fig 4.1) a central victorian printmaker is interested in environmentalism and 

influenced by chinese landscape art, where empty space is given as much significance as the 

forms 

Cameron Robbins works with the invisible universal forces, by making them explicit with his 

engineered drawing systems. (Fig 4.2) 

Mike McDonald an indigenous artist of Canadian Indian descent draws on the doctrine of ancient 

cultural knowledge and aboriginal medicine by building healing butterfly attracting gardens in 

urban spaces. 
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John Wolseley (Fig 5.3) and Chris Drury (Fig 5.4) both discuss unity and connection with natural 

systems. All of these Eco-artists have drawn on ancient and contemporary, eastern and western 

sources and consider duality a divisive concept which operates in support of the material 

consumer driven economy. As individual artists there is similar intent in the discursive message, 

each creating work that is distinct and unique illustrating the vast diversity in the practice  of Eco-

art.  

 

Eco-art; spectrum of diversity 

 In comparing the art of Andy Goldsworthy (Fig 5.5) and Damian Hirst (Fig 5.6) Weintraub (2007) 

maintains both are practitioners of Eco art but use opposite entries into the field. Hirst’s work “A 

thousand years” accepts the entirety of the natural processes within an eco system including 

death and putrification. Goldsworthy’s work extracts the sublime from the cycle, banishing 

evidence of the more squeamish aspect of nature that Hirst chooses to make explicit. 

That’s not to say that one work is superior, or more helpful to the well being of the environment but 

rather to illustrate the enormous breadth that Eco-art spans. Initially situated closer to 

Goldsworthy, my evolving practice edges more toward the Hirst end of the spectrum as the health 

of the planet continues to decline.  

Evaluating materiality 

Eco-art diversity in all its manifestations has stimulated a shift in my practice away from the two-

dimensional picture plane and toward an exploration of materials other than paper.   

Further to this, a field trip to see the ancient stone arrangement Mindyi with Honorary Sociology 

Lecturer Gerry Gill has driven me to extend the sacred or ethereal component.  

Privileged to receive this culturally sensitive knowledge we learned how the early indigenous 

people of Jaara country exposed what they knew to be inherent in the landscape. By constructing 

Mindyi the snake, the invisible, was made explicit, a concept that I wanted to somehow replicate in 

my work. 

(Fig 6.7) I selected natural cotton muslin that was translucent and holds a less physical quality 

than paper. Being lightweight the fabric shifts with the movement of air, making an unseen force, 

visible. Approximately 3mt in length and 1.5mt wide the suspended fabric holds a slightly smaller 

than life-sized print of the human form created entirely of printed natural material such as wings, 

leaves, grasses and bird nests. The stencil was made from a photograph of my own body, an 

intimate connection that placed my body within the work. The image is in a position of reclining 

repose, head extended to the left, arms slightly away from the body, hands open in a sacred 

mudra suggesting spiritual openness. The ungrounded figure raises some uncertainty; is this body 
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alive is it falling or floating. With no colour to distract, black ink on white fabric is fundamental and 

portrays a darker ecological view suggestive of a more dystopian landscape. 

 

 

The nature of the fabric evoked a more ethereal quality than paper being lighter and shroud-like. 

Trying to question boundaries between body and environment, it was pointed out to me, that the 

work resembled a shower curtain. There seemed to be no obvious way to prevent the viewer from 

making this assumption. Contemplating dunking the project in a bucket of oil to engage a more 

political comment I decided this was not the best solution. I shifted the work from its first hanging 

position and pinned it directly onto the wall. It was suggested that I change the orientation from 

vertical to horizontal; in doing so the work immediately lost its shower cutainness. Hanging in 

landscape format the figure took on the sensation of floating, adding to its ethereal quality. 

Displaying the work directly on the wall reduced the amount of light penetrating the fabric, giving 

the print greater intensity. 

This work has revealed to me that the two-dimensional picture plane does not define printmaking. I 

have acquired new techniques in methodology and seen how my ideas transpose to materials 

other than paper. I’ve also discovered how a medium can give voice to a concept or stifle an idea 

that becomes buried in the reading of the work by the viewer. Lying in that very failure rests the 

challenge of the possibility of resolve. 

Extending my material investigation, I completed a series of work using sump oil as a medium. 

 

Oil as medium, continued research into non-traditional materials 

I viewed a number of performance artists using oil to create work that was both visually engaging 

and carried a strong environmental note. I wanted to explore this medium; not interested in 

performative work myself I produced a series of works on paper and installation pieces.  

The print series was created (on approx. A1 size paper), using sump oil to ink up specimens (such 

as birdwings) instead of printmaking ink, referencing imagery of birds and wildlife saturated after 

an oil spill. (Fig 6.8 & 6.9) I created a ground on paper by floating oil on water (as it does in the 

environment) and imprinting onto paper using a marbling technique. Constructing 3D Paper Mache 

forms I floated them oil that gradually saturated the forms, exposing the seeping suffocating 

effects of oil on our landscape. I have also painted directly onto paper using oil rather than paint. 

(Fig 7.10) 

In all of these explorations the oil has bled out from its original inscription continuing to seep and 

bloom, saturating and obliterating the paper surface in its own performative manner. Paradoxically 
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oil is sumptuous in its visual appearance, black, glossy, sublime in its viscosity and sharp reflective 

quality but its beauty belies its toxic effects.  

The sumptuous surface of the blackened paper resembles velvet, referencing opulence and the 

elite, obscuring the obscene power and wealth behind the oil and fossil fuel industry. These works 

have a life of their own and explore the passage of time, nature and the health of the planet. 

Slowly, methodically the seeping process reflects the hundreds of thousands of years required for 

oil to form deep within the earth’s interior. These experimental works were a leap forward in my 

practice as an artist. Previously creating quieter imagery concerning the sacred in nature, I wanted 

this work to deliver a stronger message. 

The oil works are offset by more traditional prints that seek to engage with the viewer on a different 

level. (Fig 7.11) 

The intent of the dark ecologies print series is to arouse a more intimate engagement and remind 

us that we are knowers of a beauty that is held within the very simplest (ie; a feather) and most 

intensely complex (a birdwing) of nature’s forms. It is perhaps appealing to a remembering of 

connection that is evoked by the heart not the head. This is discussed in an article concerning 

psychic memory, Mclean (2002) 

  

“However the genuine love of wilderness felt by Dombrovskis, Wolseley and Goldsworthy is 

grounded in a psychology of redemption first formulated in the eighteenth century. They 

seek in wilderness a transcendental principle, a sense of wholeness that has been lost in 

the fragmentation, inequality and alienation of contemporary urban society and its 

discursive and technological practices. In returning to wilderness, these artists hope to 

recover a psychic memory of a primeval unity between nature and mankind.” 

 

My direct contact prints use natural specimens, seeking to draw the viewer into intimate spaces 

that hold the poetic and the mystical of nature’s detail, only through closer scrutiny can this be 

observed. It perhaps references the moment when a child, spellbound by a beetle or a spider’s 

web is momentarily transfixed by the awe and wonder of creation, sacred secrets’ that can only be 

revealed by closer and more intimate investigation.  

Endeavoring to express the mystical edge within natural ecologies these prints allow nature to 

speak for herself. Created using a methodology that replaces the printing plate with objects such 

as leaves, nests, wings and other natural history specimens sourced from the forest, they become 

the holders of ink and result in an expression of themselves through the print making process, 

their very essence replicated on paper. Printed in black oil based ink, they hold a darker edge, 

these shadowed images evoke burnt, charred dystopian landscapes, created by stencils the 
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negative spaces elude to the notion of disappearance, the body suggesting that by harming the 

environment we are harming ourselves. (Fig 8.12) 

Print Methodologies; closing the timeline between antique and contemporary 

I continue to work with printmaking for numerous reasons; 

I get great satisfaction from the drawn line and many print processes (ie hard ground line etching 

& drypoint) are extremely sympathetic to the reproduction of line. 

I find it to be an extremely romantic notion to be using classical print processes today, identical to 

what Albrecht Durer was using in the 1600’s 

The ability to use contemporary methods alongside the traditional draws interesting and sharp 

contrast. 

Technical skills that had their genesis at Bendigo TAFE continue to strengthen with. 

Printmaking is process based and I revel in the concept of the slow and methodical in contrast to 

the more immediate, often IT based methodologies. Patience and the measured building of 

anticipation contradicts todays popular quest of instant gratification. The magical moment of 

peeling a hand pulled print from a freshly inked plate is to be treasured, either for its success or its 

potential for learning.  

Printmaking is not without its happy accidents or disasters and in a sense references life… a 

series of problems requiring attention and resolution. Ideas form, materials are sourced and print 

methods considered to deliver the idea in its most articulate and resolved form.  

Despite the pre-planning required in the print room there is a parallel requirement to give in fully to 

the process. Initially, the idea of losing control and surrendering to the process was the most 

challenging aspect; I now find this to be one of the most rewarding. 

 

CONCLUSION  

Context 

I have considered context through my own work and situated my practice within the diverse field of 

contemporary Eco-art. I have identified with practicing artists that hold similar philosophies of 

earth-human unity and endeavor to express the sacred or less visible realms within their work. 

Since the commencement of my degree almost a decade ago practice and research perspective 

continues to evolve. Each new work becomes the greatest teacher and informs the next in a 

perpetual creative cycle. Ten years on, I stand deconstructed and rebuilt from a thousand 

fragments of external influence and exposure to a myriad of visual imagery, reading, writing, art 

and visual culture, philosophy, collegial conversation, and perpetual exposure to the lived 

experience.  

My technical proficiency as an artist continues to strengthen. 
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I have discussed why I am passionate about print and remain committed to the process 

Over the passage of time my message has strengthened. Initially portraying the environment to re-

engage the viewer’s curiosity with the splendor of nature I now take a stronger approach as the 

critical state of the planets wild places continue to deteriorate. I re-affirm my belief that Eco-art is 

both urgent and essential. 

A tightening of concept 

The interweaving of the body the landscape and the sacred has come with a sense of completion, 

these entities are not only connected but are an inseparable unity, their combined representation 

holding an important presence in my own personal philosophy as well as my studio practice, it’s 

what I make work about. 

I attempt to engage with the idea in my art that we are the environment; our skin does not 

necessarily denote the edge of the human form. Working creatively within this marginal space 

between body and environment questions where one ceases and the other begins and alludes to 

the suggestion that by harming the environment we are harming ourselves. 
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IMAGES 

 

 
Fig 4.1 

Jan Palethorpe Untitled (Elemental Exhibition) (2016).  

Central Goldfield Printmakers. Visual Arts Centre: Bendigo. Photo-C.Blennerhassett  

 

Fig 4.2 

Cameron Robbins – Wind Section (2013-14). Mixed media machine and paper; wind tower 850cm 

tall, paper roll 90 x 500cm, plinth 240 x 300cm; MONA: Tasmania. Photo: Dr. Jon Tarry. 
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Fig 5.3 

John Wolseley Remembering the gold embroidered wings, 2005 

hand coloured etching 30 x 38cm (plate size); 57 x 57.5cm (paper size) 

 

 

Fig 5.4 

Chris Drury - Sky Mountain Chamber (2010), Steel and stone. 

 Arte Sella, Sella Valley, Borgo Valsugana, Italy. 
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Fig 5.5 

Andy Goldsworthy, Woven branch circular arch,  

Langholm, Dumfriesshire 1986 

 
Fig 5.6 

Damien Hirst A Thousand Years, 1990 

Glass, steel, silicone rubber, painted MDF, Insect-O-Cutor, cow’s head, blood, flies, maggots, 

metal dishes, cotton wool, sugar and water 
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(Fig 6.7) 

Chrisanne Blennerhassett, Print on cotton fabric, 3m x 1.5m, 2016 

 

 
(Fig 6.8) 

Chrisanne Blennerhassett, Oiled Birdwing print, 2016  
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(Fig 6.9) 

Chrisanne Blennerhassett 

Paper Mache form in sump oil, 2016 

 

 
 

(Fig 7.10) 

Chrisanne Blennerhassett, Two forms painted in sump oil. 183cm X 117cm. 2016 
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(Fig 7.11) 

Chrisanne Blennerhassett, Dark Ecologies, Mixed media print, 56cm x 76 cm. 2016 

 

 
 

(Fig 8.12) 

Chrisanne Blennerhassett, Dark Ecologies, 56cm x 76cm, Mixed media print 2016 
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